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Find the right path and show this prairie dog the 
way to his burrow, where he will store his acorn. 

i 



The ostrich needs to get to her egg. You can see 
the chick hatching! Please show her the way. 

2 



It's nap time, and the gorilla wants to sleep on 
his favorite log. Show him the path to get there. 

3 



Koalas eat eucalyptus (you-kuh-lip-tiss) leaves. Help 
this koala climb up to get those yummy leaves! 

4 



Seals love to play in the water. Show the seal 
at the bottom the way to get to her triends. 



6 

The kangaroo and her baby are ready 
to hop to Kangaroo Hill. Help them 
find the way to the end ot the trail. 



This penguin would like to lie on the rock and enjoy 
the sun. Find the path to help him get there. 

7 



The elephant is the largest zoo animal. 
Help this elephant find the way to 

the hay at the end of the path. 



A peacock would like to reach the roses at the end 
of the path. Help this beautiful bird find the way. 

9 



10 

The lion wants to lie down under that shady tree. 
Find the path for him to take to get there. 



Flamingoes walk on long, thin legs. Find the 
way for this flamingo to get to her friends. 



The baby hippopotamus needs to reach his mother. 
Find the path for him to follow to get there. 

12 



A panda chews on bamboo for much 
of the day. Help this panda find the 
way to reach the bamboo forest. 



Help this buffalo find the right path to reach 
the tasty plants at the end of the trail. 

14 



This sea turtle wants to swim to her friend at the other 
end of the stream. Please help her find the way. 

15 



A rhinoceros is always ready to eat 
some tender grass. Help this one find 

the right path to reach its meal. 



These zebras would like to get back 
to the trees across the way. Find the 

path that will take them there. 17 



Find the path for this walrus to take to get to the 
big iceberg. He doesn't mind the chilly water! 



This polar bear cub is far from its mother. Help the 
mother bear find the path to reach her baby. 

19 



The giraffe at the start of the path wants to join her 
friend at the water hole. Please find the way for her. 

20 



A chimpanzee is a good climber. Help this 
one find its way to the very top of the tree. 



The alligator wants to visit her turtle 
friend on the other side of the swamp. 

Help her find the path there. 



This tiger needs to get down to the bottom 
of the cliff. Find the way for him to get there. 

23 



The lemur (lee-mur) on the bottom 
branch wants to join her friend up above. 

Won't you help her find the way? 



Show this thirsty camel the way to the water at 
the edge of the sand. He will be very grateful. 

25 



The grizzly bear is ready to get some rest in his den. 
Find the path tor him to follow to reach it. 

26 





This leopard has to follow a winding path to 
leave his cave. Show him the way to go outside. 

28 



It's a long way for the snake to reach her home. Show 
her the path to take around the cactus to get there. 

29 



Llamas are great climbers. Help this one 
find her way to the flat top of the mountain. 


